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Introduction: 
 

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We welcome all present here from 

the OTHER WORLD very cordially. ”Where two or three are assembled in my NAME there I’ll be right in the middle of 

them,” these CHRISTIAN WORDS shall guide all our meetings. We will do this work in HIS NAME so that it will serve 

everybody. Only HE is able to send authorized TEACHERS so that we can receive the TRUTH. We ask CHRIST to 

bless all present here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so that we don’t become a plaything for the antagonist of GOD. 

We know that we have to make the greatest contribution ourselves. – Our destination is to grow through spiritual 

TEACHING, then to be able to distribute the TRUTH there where it can fall on fertile ground. We are asking for 

GUIDANCE so that our mission on earth will be justified. We cannot reach this destination under our own steam without 

spiritual HELP. We thank all HELPERS from the OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are hoping 

for a blessed and enlightening evening. 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

Make a habit of only observing good thoughts and good impressions. Depressing thoughts are 

lurking everywhere around you in the airways, like attracts like. If you make a habit of fostering only 

positive and divine thoughts, you will exclusively attract positive things. You are then a focal point 

of good, creative thought powers and you’ll not only be strengthened within your soul and in your 

daily existence, but you’ll also be ready to do GOD’S WORK. GOD works through you and the 

BROTHERS of LIGHT need human warmth, which they can utilise to realise brotherhood on Earth. 
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Welcoming the guests and starting with the questions.  

 

EUPHENIUS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRON-

TIERS! This is EUPHENIUS speaking. - The LIGHT of the LORD may be with you 

and you may recognise just what this means to you. There is a GUEST present that 

would like to observe the course of this meeting. It is another MEMBER of the circle 

on our SIDE. This new SPIRITUAL GUIDE has the status of a MESSENGER of 

LIGHT and for the moment will accompany this meeting as an observer. He will 

support me later. We will start with the new theme of spiritual healing. Please ask 

your questions now. 

 

Question : First of all, can you tell us something general about spiritual healing? 

 

  (TB: Only that, I can’t do.)  

 

LUKAS : Well, you have to curtail this a little, otherwise this evening will get out of hand. I 

can generally speaking only say this much to this, namely that this theme is of great 

importance to you, but unfortunately you don’t quite see it like that. 

 

 Spiritual healing gives you a unique opportunity to technically measure the ef-

fects of the spirit. That is to say, science could here secure their evidence, if they 

would approach this in a more scientific and less emotional way. 

 

  On the one hand you scream for evidence and when you could actually receive it, 

your so-called science plays dumb or they debated it out of existence. This is ex-

tremely unfair. You only harm yourself and not us, as one might erroneously as-

sume. 

 

Question : JESUS CHRIST healed people with very little effort. The laying-on of his hands or 

touching with both hands was enough to heal the sick. How was something like that 

possible? 

 

LUKAS : “Little effort” is to be regarded from a relative point if view, because the ENERGIES 

CHRIST actually transmitted and which required an absolute TRUST in GOD can-

not be detected by you with your physical eyes. It’s like this: 

 

 The simpler a spiritual healing may seem to you the more god-fearing is the me-

dium. 

 

  Everything will fit together then and the healing can take place in an extremely short 

period of time. But the greater one’s own doubts are, the longer everything will take, 

because the ENERGIES cannot flow to their optimum capacity. The attitude of the 

patient also plays a part: The healing process might also be hampered if the patient 

doesn’t believe in GOD at all, well, it might even make it impossible. 

 

Question : Is this why CHRIST spoke the words: “Faith has helped you”?  

 

LUKAS : Yes, that’s what he meant. You said it.  
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Question : There are many spiritual healers in England who co-operate with doctors in their 

clinics. How were these spiritual healers trained and how could their abilities devel-

op further? 

 

LUKAS : Well, these are the same kind of healers as they are developed all over the world, 

namely through the assistance of the SPIRITUAL REALM. The further development 

of one’s own healing abilities and healing powers can only be strengthened through 

constant practice. This simultaneously strengthens one’s trust in the SPIRITUAL 

REALM so that collectively speaking, the POTENTIAL of the spiritual healer is en-

hanced. Therefore: Development here means constant practice and an inner prepar-

edness to help other people. 

 

Question : Just how does a healing process, from the initial thought of healing to the eventual 

successful cure, come about?  

 

LUKAS : Here you apply the spiritual SUN, the LIGHT of GOD you visualise above your 

head, but not for yourself, but allow the LIGHT to flow through your body, through 

your hands into the crown-chakra of the patient, respectively into those areas you as 

the healer intuitively and inspirationally are guided to by your SPIRIT GUIDE. This 

ENERGY flows through the patient and then leaves his body, because he doesn’t 

keep this ENERGY for himself. Everything is based on taking and releasing. 

 

Question : Can a human being produce such HEALING ENERGIES? 

 

LUKAS : No, that’s a fallacy! These POWERS are available. It is only a question of just how 

open a channel as a healer you can be, to allow this agglomerated ENERGY to flow 

into a tumour or something like that. Imagine that you create the effect of a funnel 

above your crown-chakra. The opening of the funnel the ENERGY of GOD flow 

through is the wider, the greater your belief in GOD is. And the wider the opening of 

the funnel, the more divine ENERGY can flow through it. This would have to make 

sense. 

 

Question : Could anybody here in this room learn spiritual (psychic) healing? 

 

LUKAS : Everybody on Earth! It would be appreciated if you would start tomorrow! 

 

  (TB: Would be really good.)  

 

Question : Is the Reiki method spiritual healing? 

 

  (TB: Naturally) 

 

LUKAS : Yes. 

 

Question : If everyone can learn Reiki, is the so-called Reiki-initiation really necessary? 

 

LUKAS : No, you’re on the wrong track. Reiki is an offspring of spiritual healing and it must 

be performed with the same inner attitude. This means: The healing takes place in 

HIS NAME. -  If this isn’t the main concern and if one’s own will is not mandated to 

the divine WILL, the spiritual healing process will only be possible to a restricted 
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degree or may not be possible at all. You as human beings have to adhere to this im-

plicitly, if you want to have positive results with spiritual healing. 

 

  TB: Otherwise one should stop.) 

 

  Don’t take too much notice of the initiation. It is only an aide, because the person in 

question must be prepared to open his CHANNEL. The teacher can’t do this for him! - 

You as human beings always need something you can see and touch, the same applies 

to the teacher who performs an “initiation” at the end of a seminar. This aide makes 

the opening of the student’s CHANNEL possible, but strictly speaking, it is the stu-

dent that does the opening.   

 

  (TB: Very difficult.) 

 

Question : I have reached the second Reiki-degree. It taught me to heal with symbols. What to 

you think of this? 

 

LUKAS : Symbols have a special POWER EFFECT. To apply them correctly could certainly be 

beneficial. Symbols also have effects, the same as certain numbers and number com-

binations have. 

 

Question : Does the cross represent a special symbolism?  

 

  (TB: Oh, yes.) 

 

LUKAS : Yes, the symbol of the cross has its effects and it’s a symbol of PROTECTION and 

also a remembrance of the crucifixion for the Christian world. If it was fashioned out 

of certain precious stones it served as a SOURCE of POWER in other cultures. 

 

Question : During the meeting, I inspirationally received the name “SEATH” a number of times. 

Can you explain this to us? 

 

  (TB: Not yet.) 

 

LUKAS : I’m not going to tell you anything about it today, because this SPIRITUAL ENTITY 

was only announced as an OBSERVER and he would like to be treated accordingly. 

We will get back to this some other time.  

 

Participant : The ancient Greek philosopher Plato supposed to have said: “Healing only part of 

the problem should not be attempted without treating the whole. This is one of the 

biggest errors of our time when our body is treated, because the doctors separate the 

soul from the body.” - Unfortunately very few doctors have taken heed of these wise 

thoughts up to now.    

 

EUPHENIUS : This is a very wise and true statement, which unfortunately hasn’t been completely 

acknowledged by you. You treat the symptoms but you don’t treat the causes and 

connections. But the human body also contains the reality of the soul! This connec-

tion between body and soul isn’t recognised. The cause of most illnesses is based on 

mental crises and shocks. The body falls ill because the soul has fallen ill, fallen ill 

because of external circumstances. If you would realise just how long it takes to 

physically symptomatically fall ill, you would recognise just how important it is to 
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allow your mental state and your feelings and perceptions to heal. It is only possible 

to protect your physical body from influences and from illnesses through this con-

nection.  

 

Question : Why doesn’t the medical fraternity recognise the connection between the body and 

the soul or do they consciously deny this connection to safeguard their economical 

advantages? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It is a fact that one tends to specialise here on Earth. There are doctors specialising in 

mental health and there are doctors specialising in the physical body. The connec-

tion, the amalgamation has not been recognised so far, only in exceptional situations 

like the one mentioned before; psychic ability and spiritual (psychic) healing is med-

icine’s equal in England for instance. Here reign different power competences and 

dogmatic coercions. But the power principle gains the upper hand.  

 

Question : What exactly do you mean when you say “here”? 

 

EUPHENIUS : I mean the part that you inhabit, where you live as human beings, namely here as a 

group. This is why I have expressed it like that. 

 

Question : Hippocrates also taught that for every ailment or every illness there is a cause and 

there is also a natural remedy. Many of Hippocrates pupils and followers unfortu-

nately became too inquisitive in regards to the physical parts of the inside of the 

body and developed their own theories. What happened that they allowed themselves 

to be distracted like that? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Through the displacement of knowledge, by making the predominance of duality 

visible and by the entrapment of these souls by negativity and through inspirations 

from the dark FORCE. - They started to explore this, because it’s avidity and an in-

ner compulsion of mankind. People strive for recognition and power. These are 

symbols of the negative bias. There is always a beginning somewhere.  

 

  The tendency for advancement is the motivation factor in all areas. This has got its 

good points, otherwise we would grind to a halt here and evolution would not be ful-

filled. There is no difference between the people from ancient times and the present. 

If we leap forward into our own century we find that people still want to be able to 

see, know, hear, recognise and measure everything. It is hard to make these people 

understand that there exists also another, invisible WORLD. How can one convince 

these people that it is not the physical that is the essence, but that which is invisible 

and not recognisable?  

 

Question : Many of the present day doctors are of the opinion that it suffices to examine indi-

vidual organs and their associated body parts and cells to accomplish a successful 

healing. This mechanical and physical approach degrades the human body to a high-

ly developed machine. Why has western medicine never questioned this approach? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Because a large portion of their dogmatic basic rules would be eliminated. Every-

thing researched in regards to medicine and science would be called into question. It 

would be an evolution and a revolution in the field of medicine. Just imagine some-

body would have a critical look at it, realising that everything is interconnected and 
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interwoven. The doctors would feel completely helpless and wouldn’t even know 

how to resolve a cardiac problem.  

 

Question : One is aware these days that every cell of one’s body communicates with others cell 

through magnetic fields. Does this field represent the link between body, soul and 

spirit? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This link - as you call it - is the LIGHT within you. These fields connect the ele-

ments and the cells that oscillate with each other and next to each other. They pro-

ceed with impulses and are used to store information. You are always connected 

with the great CIRCLE of LIGHT of life. In a diminished sense, these fields are 

TRANSFORMERS. 

 

Question : Suffering and ailments are unnatural situations. Suffering is the consequence and 

result when spiritual and physical laws are continuously broken. Can one actually 

put it like that?  

 

EUPHENIUS : What can I add to this? It is very hard for your powers of reasoning to understand 

that whatever you consider an illness or pain, an injustice or a threat is actually cre-

ated by your mind and that you are commiserated when you have these illnesses. 

Take note, these are repercussions of your own deeds and actions! Your spiritually 

deficient development creates these symptoms. - You must learn to unify your spir-

itual, physical and emotional components. Only with your FAITH in GOD and the 

knowledge of his existence can you master your physical, borrowed and disposable 

body.   

 

Question : If one intentionally places one’s hand into afire, one isn’t really surprised to feel 

terrible pains. This indicates that for every physical aspect of suffering there is a nat-

ural cause and that this cause always lies hidden in one’s ego. Do you also see it like 

that? 

 

EUPHENIUS : The fact is that this ego is a hostage of your own behaviour, your spirit, your heart 

and also your emotions. This ego needs to be reigned in, comparable to a disobedient 

child. You have to try to keep your ego under control and to discipline it. Otherwise 

you won’t succeed.  

 

Question : Many doctors are only now starting to actually recognise psychosomatic suffering. 

How far reaching are the influences of the various mental levels of consciousness on 

the health of the physical body? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Through the TRUST in GOD! - 

 

 Everyone here on Earth is able to heal their own body and to alleviate their own 

illnesses by assimilating the conscious, healing LIGHT. Constraints are always 

present if the causes are of a karmic nature. Through LOVE and only through 

the LOVE for yourself, for others and for every element will it be possible to as-

similate and to bestow these ENERGIES of LIGHT. 

 

  You, as human beings, are also in a position to transform and to bestow this 

SOURCE of LIGHT. You have abilities you are not yet consciously aware of, be-

cause you still doubt yourselves when you receive external signals or other percep-
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tions. Your environment tells you that only doctors are in a position to accomplish 

this. You withdraw into your own ego-reflection in this regard. You replace GOD as 

if HE was a non-divine ENTITY and plant the words of a human spirit in a higher 

position than the ENERGY of GOD. The following saying applies here: Only expe-

rience will make you smart! 

 

  But you’re not even prepared to make this experience. You doubt that healing 

through you is even possible. Question this and you will realise that you still have to 

work a lot on your self-worth. Your TRUST in GOD is but a little FLAME. It hasn’t 

completely captured your imagination. You disregard this divine GIFT and keep it 

in the background, because you continue to believe that this is really not possible. 

You only accept that, which is brought to you from the outside.  

 

Question : Does healing signify the re-establishment of a balance between the various physical 

and conscious levels? 

 

EUPHENIUS : For one thing, healing entails balance, indicating that the equilibrium and the harmo-

ny between the physical elements are re-established. It also entails that tissue muta-

tions certainly become possible and also that blockages and restrictions between in-

dividual physical levels are deactivated.    

 

Question : Do the HEALING ENERGIES of the healer directly affect the metastasis or do they 

activate the HEALING ENERGIES of the patients own self-healing system?  

 

EUPHENIUS : The HEALING ENERGIES within you are activated through these HEALING 

CURRENTS. These HEALING CURRENTS support and strengthen the present 

HEALING ENERGIES. On the other hand, they have a strengthening effect on the 

physical areas that have fallen ill. It is therefore certainly possible that changes to 

cells and tissue can successfully take place.  

 

Question : Is remote healing equal to activating the self-healing system from a distance?  

 

EUPHENIUS : Self-healing activates the divine IMPULSE to send SELF-HEALING LIGHT. This 

ENERGY combines with the energy of the ailing body and the subconscious orders 

the divine FLAME to induce the healing process.  

 

Question : Does the healer actually have to detect the afflicted area? Would it not suffice to 

activate the self-healing system? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This varies a lot. You have to consider that cancers and tumours or other growths 

inside the body have a better chance of being healed if direct LIGHT ENERGIES 

and FORCE ENERGIES treat them. Applying LIGHT ENERGY from a distance en-

tails that the healing process within the body is activated. This SOURCE of ENER-

GY isn’t always powerful enough to dissolve the physical compaction of the cell’s 

tissue. 

 

Question : Is direct healing more effective, that is, if the patient is actually present?  

 

EUPHENIUS : Yes, it enables one to employ the amplified HEALING ENERGIES with more 

accuracy. Through a connection between the healer and patient at some far off place, 
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only a lesser amount of HEALING ENERGY can be transmitted and only through a 

CHAIN of LIGHT. 

 

Question : Does a remote healing attempt in conjunction with a photo of the patient work more 

intensively? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This can only happen on a mental level. It is comparable to a visualisation. A photo 

is just a visual reproduction of the patient, making it easier for the healer to concen-

trate on the patient. But this is not a prerequisite when attempting remote healing. 

What is important is that the healer knows that there is somebody who needs to be 

healed so he can send the LIGHT. Because this LIGHT is transferred by ENTITIES 

and it reaches its destination via these ENTITIES. It represents a link between the 

physical world and the spiritual world. The photo only serves to visually concentrate 

more effectively. It has very little to do with the HEALING ENERGIES. 

 

Question : Does the healer receive his HEALING ENERGIES from the cosmos? 

 

EUPHENIUS :  The HEALING ENERGIES are transmitted by HEALING ANGELS, which are at 

the ready if a wish for HEALING ENERGIES is either visualised, spoken or mental-

ly expressed. They are at your disposal to collect these energetic SOURCES of 

LIGHT from the HEALING ENERGIES and to pass them on.  

 

Question : Do these HEALING ENERGIES flow through the crown-chakra of the healer and 

then exit through his hands? 

 

EUPHENIUS : You, as physical beings here on Earth are earthbound and coupled with matter. You 

are channels for ethereal SOURCES of ENERGY, if you are willing to accept them. 

Just how you send this HEALING LIGHT doesn’t have to be predetermined, be-

cause you manipulate the LIGHT. What I’m saying is that you decide whether you 

return the healing LIGHT to Earth through your hands, through your heart-chakra or 

through your feet. There is no set rule. 

 

Question : The world renowned and successful British healer Harry Edwards was not just 

healing by touching the patient, but he was also active as a remote healer. He passed 

over into the spiritual realm in the year 1976. Amongst other things he wrote the 

book “Practicing psychic healing”. What is your opinion of this book? 

 

  (TB: Excellent!) 

 

LUKAS : Well, Harry Edwards was a great healer, that is to say, this soul was especially 

aligned and matured for this assignment, to become a remarkable personality here on 

this dark planet, which was supposed to act as an extended hand of the spiritual 

realm. This was the plan and with the HELP of GOD it naturally functioned very 

well. The descriptions of Harry Edwards’s healings are very well depicted in this 

book and were partially written down through inspiration. It represents a history and 

an opportunity to learn a lot for posterity.   

 

 

Question : Shamans, respectively healers from the Philippines carry out paranormal practices, 

which often lead to cures. What exactly happens here? 
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LUKAS : Well, these are special techniques, which are very successful in the Philippines. 

These are dematerialisation effects being carried out through the hands of the healer. 

The SOURCE is as always not the healer, but HELPERS from the spiritual realm, 

transforming the POWER of GOD to bring about this effect. It is always the same 

POWER, but with infinite possibilities. 

 

Question : The healers in the Philippines penetrate the skin of the abdomen with their fingers, 

remove some tissue and then close the abdomen again. How does something like that 

work? 

 

LUKAS : It’s a dematerialisation followed by a materialisation. The intermediary state is hard 

to describe. It’s a semi-material state, allowing very little blood from escaping. 

 

Question : Does spiritual healing represent a combination between materialisation and ENER-

GY FLOW? 

 

  (TB: All of it was correct.) 

 

LUKAS : Yes and no. Yes, if tumours are sometimes dematerialised without damaging the 

tissue around it. No, if the overall state of the patients energetic FIELD it too weak, 

in that case it has nothing to do with materialisation, respectively dematerialisation. 

As I wrote before: It is always the same POWER. 

 

Question : Where are the limits of spiritual healing? 

 

LUKAS : There are no limits with spiritual healing! - If one can actually talk about “limits”, it 

is always the patients or the healers that designate those limits, those that have very 

little or no faith at all in themselves. Apart from that, the belief in the POWER, that 

is to say, in GOD is most decisive, because GOD heals and not the healer! It just 

can’t function if all of this doesn’t amalgamate.   

 

  Let’s take CHRIST as the other extreme: There were no limits at all for CHRIST. 

Only the patients set limits for him, that is to say, if the people didn’t believe in 

GOD, he couldn’t help them. 

 

Question : But do karmically linked illnesses not set certain limits?  

 

LUKAS : Karmic illnesses have to be recognised by the healer. But these are not limits, only 

natural occurrences that transpire and that might redirect something in a manner the 

healer is not able to do.  

 

 People are responsible for their own health, karma and actually for their whole 

way of life. This interconnectedness is unfortunately not recognised. 

 

Question : What particulars have to be observed when preparing, during and completing a 

spiritual healing? 

 

LUKAS : There should be an appropriate atmosphere present, that is to say, the healer should 

quietly go within himself beforehand and also give the patient the appropriate rules 

of behaviour. If the patient shows reluctance, it indicates that there is something go-

ing on and the healing process is aborted. - Once the healing is completed, respec-
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tively if it was partially successful, one should express one’s thanks for the HELP 

received; not to the healer, but the healer and the patient ought to thank the CREA-

TOR. 

 

Question : Should one light candles, play harmonious music and say a prayer before undertak-

ing a healing process? 

 

LUKAS :  This is what I meant before when I indicated that the healer should quietly go within 

himself beforehand. Candlelight and music helps most of the time. These are support 

devices. There are healers that can instantaneously connect with the LIGHT and they 

emanate humility, faith and belief in the POWER of GOD. 

 

 The attitude of the healer is very important in regards to the effect on the patient. 

As with everything else in this world, there are healers that are good and there 

are those that are not so good. 

 

Question : Why is there such a great potential of healers in the Philippines and not here with us 

in Europe? 

 

LUKAS : These are simple and sometimes poor people most of the time, they live from dona-

tions and the like. They are careful not to charge the patient for their service, doing 

so would make the HEALING ENERGY dissipate. Your materialistic attitude de-

stroys the natural healing potentialities. What is left is a kind of pseudo-healing sys-

tem that gobbles up your hard-earned money. - It’s your duty and not the duty of 

GOD to change this! 

 

Question : We live under dualistic conditions here on Earth. If there is spiritual healing in a 

divine SENSE, is there also its counterpart? 

 

LUKAS : These are fundamental questions, introduced to this world by GOD as laws of nature. 

Spiritual healing is a natural law. Meaning that everything was organised by GOD 

so that these healings would function. If a healing is not quite successful, it’s not the 

fault of the natural laws, but it’s because of those applying these natural laws. 

 

  But on the other hand it is a fact that illnesses arise from germs or viruses, some-

times materialised by the negative POWER. Remember that some of the first crea-

tures were materialised and they were larger than viruses. It doesn’t create any prob-

lems to configure a virus with enough information to wipe out mankind here in this 

physical world. These viruses are therefore the counterpart of the antagonist, who’s 

trying to undermine GOD’S PLAN. 

 

  GOD doesn’t want people to be ill, he wants people to find pleasure in their exist-

ence and to want to get to know the divine LAWS. This is absolutely imperative and 

desired by the CREATOR. Duality on this world creates a constant battle. It is the 

BATTLE of ARMAGEDDON that manifests itself on the physical plane in this way. 

But this will also come to an end.  

 

Question : You tell us that remote healing should only be applied in an emergency, because 

direct healing on the patient is much more intensive. Why is this so? 
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LUKAS : Direct healing, that is the personal contact between the healer and the patient is an 

important component that cannot be ignored. It is very similar to the relationship be-

tween the doctor and the patient. The personal contact makes it easier for the patient 

to open up to the healer. Remote healing is often anonymous and therefore not quite 

as effective.  

 

Question : How can one activate the natural healing energy of the body? 

 

LUKAS : Well, this is relatively simple, if people’s faith were steadfast. Assuming peoples 

faith was steadfast, they could enjoy such good health that your doctors would be out 

of work.  

 

 The healing energy, respectively the immune system that has to be optimised, is 

only effective in its function, if you place yourself in an appropriate VIBRATION, 

that is to say, go within yourself on a daily basis and strengthen your faith in 

GOD and HIS HIERARCHY. As to the question of “how”, everyone who’s wants 

this, will find a way.  

 

Question : This “going within” seems to us to be quite an important factor when dealing with 

application of divine LAWS or generally awaken DIVINITY within oneself. Is this 

“going within”, this silence related to meditation, the prerequisite to accomplish spir-

itual development? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally. All day long you are surrounded by all kinds of rays, be they vibra-

tions from your communication stations or acoustic ones from the noises of your 

world. All of these a factors that damage you spirit. The body reacts accordingly, by 

falling ill sometimes later.  

 

 The “going within” is the opposite polarity - and if you don’t take it into consid-

eration, an equalisation of the energies can’t take place. Your health depends on 

this to a large degree.  

 

  This is naturally different for every individual. Some might react in a more sensitive 

manner, whilst others might react less sensitively. All suffer and that could be an un-

derlying problem. Take time to consider why the SANTINER have a much higher 

life expectancy. - It has something to do with the world they live in. But they have 

created this environment for themselves without any outside help from space. They 

have trusted GOD and HIS HIERARCHY and that has been the KEY FACTOR. - 

How does it stand with your trust? - What about your environment? - We are waiting 

for you to finally comprehend!  

 

Question : Shouldn’t one actually call spiritual healing DIVINE HEALING, because this 

ENERGY comes from GOD and HE has to be regarded at its SOURCE? 

 

  (TB: Exactly.) 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally. What more can we say about it? You said it all. It is correct. But it 

shouldn’t be “shouldn’t one actually regard GOD as the SOURCE of HEALING 

ENERGY”, but: GOD is HEALING ENERGY! 
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Question : Are the miracles taking place at well-known places of pilgrimage guided by GOD or 

are they purely placebo effects? 

 

LUKAS : We don’t like to repeat it all the time, but it is always a case where faith, the pro-

foundest faith in GOD proceeds an absolute healing, be this at Lourdes or be it 

somewhere else, be it in a Church or be it in the family. CHRIST said at the time: 

“Faith has helped you” and people were healthy.  

 

Question : What influence have both sides of the brain on spiritual healing? 

 

LUKAS : Above all, the mind has an influence when it disallows the healing, the spiritual 

healing and rejects it, because it doesn’t fit into the view of the world of the mind, 

which utilises the brain. 

 

  (TB: interpret it.)  

 

Question : Are human beings suppose to mature within through illnesses? - Illness as destiny? 

 

LUKAS : Yes and no. It can sometimes be very beneficial for a materialistic and non-believing 

person, to be solely dependent on himself and to endure an enforced break from his 

routine, so he can contemplate different question, namely those that are pertinent to 

his own situation. This has led to a complete re-think with many a person. Most of 

the time the illness disappeared. If this person stayed on the newly chosen path, the 

illnesses were conquered, otherwise they would return without fail, just as soon as 

the brain readmits them. 

 

 You have your HEALER within you, but unfortunately because of your spiritual 

attitude it isn’t applied often enough. 

 

Question : Apart from the mind, are there other blockages that won’t allow a spiritual healing to 

take place? 

 

LUKAS : Unless it’s a karmic connection that won’t allow something like that, there are 

actually no other blockages. - Without knowing, human beings have a lot of things in 

their own hands and if one draws their attention to it, they just laugh and turn away. 

 

Question : Are there spiritual healings taking place, which are instigated by the spiritual realm, 

without the person concerned being aware of it?  

 

LUKAS : Seldom, because it needs a special COMMISSION from the HIGHEST AUTHORI-

TY. We only heal with the consent of the patient, because only then will a cure be-

come possible. 

 

Question : Doctors finally begin to realise these days that the spirit and the body represent a 

unit. But unfortunately only a few doctors specifically deal with mental relevancies. 

What has to change so that this is encouraged a lot more?  

 

LUKAS : Something is changing! - Just look back over the last decades. Something that has 

grown over centuries will not disappear overnight. The doctors at the helm of the 

medical fraternity are sometimes doctors reincarnated from the past, even though 

they accomplished a lot of good before their new reincarnation and fully intended to 
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make up for past mistakes. But one quickly forgets, is unstable and is easily bedaz-

zled by material benefits. 

 

  (TB: Especially doctors.)  

 

Question : Is it possible that the physical human body is able to trigger certain mental disorders, 

which are not caused psychosomatically?  

 

EUPHENIUS : The body can also react and express itself. The prerequisite for this is that the soul 

must be in a crisis. The body will react only if the soul is ailing or suffering a con-

striction. The soul utilises the body as a “dwelling place”, in inverted commas. This 

body is on loan and not enduring. This is why the mind, spirit and the soul endeav-

our to influence the body through the language of the heart. The most important sen-

sor for you is the heart; it is there to gauge feelings, helping you to ascertain whether 

they are positive or negative feelings and whether one ought to build a defence 

against one’s fellow man or whether one can develop acceptance and affection. Ex-

ternal control comes from the heart. 

 

Question : Our present day knowledge about applied school medicine is derived from observa-

tions and experiments. How can we expect a conventional doctor, educated in the 

physical, school-medicine sciences, to recognise that the process of an illness within 

the interaction of the various levels of the energetic levels of consciousness have an 

influence on the physical body? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This isn’t conceivable and also not possible, because the mind only accepts school-

medicine and will not allow anything else. Such a doctor will apply his school-

medicine as learned and won’t allow anything else. This is a dogmatic attitude, 

which has devastating consequences for the patients. 

 

Question : Many patients show a tendency to forget their own responsibility in regards to their 

health. The believe of not being responsible for the illness, because it is just an ex-

ternal, unfortunate accident or circumstance, is always the same. Is it therefore cor-

rect to place one’s own cure solely in the hand of the doctor or the surgeon?   

 

EUPHENIUS : After all the information we have given you about spiritual healing and what spiritu-

al healing entails, it would have to be clear to every reader and everyone that has an 

interest in spiritual healing, that everybody bears the responsibility to initially awak-

en the POWER of GOD within, to allow one’s own HEALING ENERGIES to flow 

and to find TRUST in GOD, accepting that GOD exists. 

 

  (TB: This is very important!) 

 

  The very first step is to actually accept GOD as the CREATOR of life. This is not 

very self-evident on this Earth. The Church has played its part in the past, by press-

ing GOD and the Christian Faith into a niche where one doesn’t have to look at all 

the things one cuts out or displaces. The belief in GOD and the belief in CREATION 

are not accepted. How can these people become consciously aware that they carry 

their own HEALING ENERGY within themselves, assisting their own healing? 
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 Mankind will still take a long time before it realises that is has taken a wrong 

turn somewhere. They are a jack o'lantern in a dark world. GOD is scorned and 

disrespected. 

 

  God fearing people also don’t recognise that they are a part of a UNIT. A part that’s 

contributing to sustain this Earth, redirecting everything back towards DIVINITY. 

All of you are in a position to reduce and heal your physical and your mental com-

plaints. 

 

 The most important thing is TRUST in GOD and the belief in DIVINITY. 

 

  Something that also has to be realised is that these POWERS can only be mobilised 

through contact with yourself, through your inner core. You need tranquillity, you 

need nature and you need meditation to reach your inner TEMPLE.   

 

Question : But how can this ever change if most people continue to reject this important prereq-

uisite? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It will only change if you continue to perform your work. Not only you here as a 

circle, but various other circles and also individual souls, who are ready to confront 

this misconception. All of you here represent one wave in a large ocean helping to 

put an end to this misconception.  

 

Objection : But if one looks at this wave in a large ocean, it is comparable to the famous drop in 

a bucket.  

 

EUPHENIUS : One single drop in a bucket is at first just one drop, but a few more drops turn into a 

puddle and numerous small puddles result in an ocean. Trust in the fact that all the 

work you do here is important in helping to open the eyes of these souls in a divine 

SENSE.  

 

Question : To explain to a patient that he has caused his own illness would be an affront to the 

patient. How can a doctor make it clear to the patient that he has to participate in his 

own healing process? 

 

EUPHENIUS : To start with, it is important to realise that everything in life has a purpose and that 

illnesses also serve a purpose, namely that one asks oneself: what do a I have to 

change, what has to happen and what should never happen again? 

 

 All illnesses represent a motivation for change in the life of people. They repre-

sent signposts and are to be seen as chances. 

 

  Illness is regarded as a negative, energetic influence in this world. This is wrong! 

The patient must recognise that something positive is hidden behind this experience, 

indicating that he must start to review his life and especially what he has made off it, 

finding out just where he has abused his body, his spirit and his soul, so he can make 

some changes. 

 

 All that confronts you are pieces of information to review your earthly existence. 

 

Question : Why isn’t it possible for everyone to undertake successful spiritual healings? 
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EUPHENIUS : Because not everybody carries this FAITH in GOD and this TRUST in GOD within 

them. It takes a genuine inner and divine ATTITUDE in regards to what DIVINITY 

has to offer. Many still have doubts, which dig into this trust like a thorn or a prick. 

 

Question : Are there qualitative differences between born healers or automatic dictation heal-

ers? 

 

EUPHENIUS : One can’t really learn this. The ENERGIES are present in everyone. What is im-

portant is just how far the spiritual GUIDANCE is at hand and the spiritual faith is 

developed, to send these HEALING ENERGIES through these ENTITIES. In re-

gards to the quality of the HEALING ENERGIES, there are no differences. The 

ENERGIES are the same! Important is the inner attitude, which directs oneself to 

work as a medium, a healing channel. And this is dependent on one’s own inner atti-

tude towards people, nature and everything the universe has to offer. 

 

Question : Let’s assume that somebody has all the prerequisites and would like to act as a 

spiritual healer, but has no experience whatsoever. How can he learn to utilise his 

abilities? 

 

EUPHENIUS : He doesn’t have to learn anything. He must faithfully ask to become an active medi-

um and the ENERGIES will flow by themselves.  

 

Question : Edgar Cayce, the sleeping prophet from America, was able to diagnose and treat the 

illnesses of patients with the help of hypnoses (trance), leading to successful cures. 

How did this come about?  

 

LUKAS : Well now, the patients respectively the souls of the patients were approached 

through hypnotic influences (trance state) and they were able to communicate what 

was wrong with the body, respectively, what made the body ill. What was particular-

ly special about this was the fact that appropriate therapy was transmitted at the same 

time. This enabled the soul to heal itself without any influence from the mind, which 

is always present in the waking state and which hides the spiritual diagnosis behind a 

veil. 

 

Question : You said that the patient healed himself. I was under the impression that Edgar 

Cayce transmitted the therapy and that the patient was then treated by a doctor who 

worked in conjunction with Edgar Cayce.  

 

LUKAS : The soul indicated through Cayce what was wrong with it. In this way the healer 

could arrange everything else, otherwise a hypnotic state isn’t necessary. 

 

 

 

Question : Can spiritual healing change matter? 

 

LUKAS : Yes... 

 

Comment : If science would accept spiritual healing, would this represent the replacement of our 

present day medicine? How do you see this? 
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LUKAS : ... I had not quite finished. But it doesn’t matter. - To answer your combined ques-

tion: It is a fact that spiritual healing makes tumours melt like butter left in the sun. 

But these are not melting processes that are triggered, but dematerialisations. If all 

healers were able to apply this, a very pronounced shift away from the doctors of po-

tential patients towards the healers would take place, something your doctors would 

not allow.  

 

Objection : But in spite of that, the spiritual realm could support the healers more massively so 

that they would receive a larger influx of patients. 

 

LUKAS : The spiritual realm does whatever is possible. Not every human being is in a position 

to conduct these immense dematerialisation ENERGIES. It is only a few that can do 

that - and want to do that.   

 

Question : Is there a special humility necessary so that a human being can conduct these EN-

ERGIES? 

 

LUKAS : No, that’s not enough. Faith and trust are in first place. Only those souls that fulfil 

these prerequisites are in a position to do so. I have written about this before. Your 

CHRIST has shown you just what is possible. He even managed to awaken the dead 

- any other questions? 

 

Question : The LIGHT of GOD brings about spiritual healing. How is this LIGHT of GOD 

moderated, because a human healer would surely burn up when coming into direct 

contact with the LIGHT of GOD?  

 

LUKAS : Well, there are special channels that can conduct this. 

 

 The higher the trust and the greater the faith, the stronger these so-called psy-

chic abilities become. A proportional shift takes place that is dependent on these 

factors for its magnitude. 

 

  Imagine a pair of scales: On the one side is trust and faith and on the other side there 

are the psychic abilities. The greater the weight of trust and faith becomes, the higher 

and lighter becomes the side of the psychic abilities. 

 

Question : There are serious illnesses like multiple sclerosis, cancer and chronic deceases. How 

can one prevent an outbreak of such deceases, respectively how can patients help 

themselves?  

 

LUKAS : Dear friend, you’d find it hard to believe just what is possible with genuine FAITH 

in GOD. There are plenty of examples of spontaneous healings in your world, which 

were only made possible through strong faith.  

 

Question : What exactly triggers these serious illnesses? Where do they originate from? 

 

LUKAS : They are to be found in the psyche. The variety of illnesses, respectively, facets of 

illnesses are nearly on a par with the negative trains of thoughts of people. 

 

 Well over 90% of your illnesses develop from destructive thoughts. 
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Objection : I don’t understand this, because even infants and babies contract serious illnesses 

like neurodermatitis, leukaemia and cancer.  

 

LUKAS : Just think about the surroundings and the things that influence these little souls. The 

little souls are affected by this and become ill. Karmic connections could also play 

are part here, but they are rather rare in this respect. 

 

Question : Are there any influences during pregnancy? 

 

LUKAS : Not only. these VIBRATIONS arrive during pregnancy and also later, - as these 

VIBRATIONS tend to arrive. The problem: These little souls are open like an open 

book and therefore very easily influenced. With advancing years the armour and the 

walls around the soul become thicker and higher, which in turn triggers illnesses. 

 

Question : Does the Church accept spiritual (psychic) healing? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, it does. Spiritual healing and the Church originally belonged together. They 

could hardly vote against it, otherwise they would vote against CHRIST and they 

can’t do this. 

 

 CHRIST is the greatest spiritual healer that ever walked on Earth as a human 

being. 

 

  This is the reason why the Churches have to accept spiritual healing. In contrast to 

medical science that is atheistically interpreted, in their original opinion. 

 

Question : Shouldn’t one actually call spiritual healing DIVINE HEALING, because this 

ENERGY comes from GOD and HE has to be regarded at its SOURCE? 

 

  (TB: Exactly.) 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally. What more can we say about it? You said it all. It is correct. But it 

shouldn’t be “shouldn’t one actually regard GOD as the SOURCE of HEALING 

ENERGY”, but: GOD is HEALING ENERGY! 

 

Question : Are the miracles taking place at well-known places of pilgrimage guided by GOD or 

are they purely placebo effects? 

 

LUKAS : We don’t like to repeat it all the time, but it is always a case where faith, the pro-

foundest faith in GOD, proceeds an absolute healing, be this at Lourdes or be it 

somewhere else, be it in a Church or be it in the family. CHRIST said at the time: 

“Faith has helped you” and people were healthy.  

 

Question : What influences have both sides of the brain on spiritual healing? 

 

LUKAS : Above all, the mind has an influence when it disallows the healing, the spiritual 

healing and rejects it, because it doesn’t fit into the view of the world of the mind, 

which utilises the brain. 

 

  (TB: Interpret it.)  
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Question : Are human beings suppose to mature within through illnesses? - Illness as destiny? 

 

LUKAS : Yes and no. It can sometimes be very beneficial for a materialistic and non-believing 

person, to be solely dependent on himself and to endure an enforced break from his 

routine, so he can contemplate different question, namely those that are pertinent to 

his own situation. This has led to a complete re-think with many a person. The ill-

ness then disappeared most of the time. If this person stayed on the newly chosen 

path, the illnesses were conquered; otherwise they would return without fail, just as 

soon as the brain readmitted them. 

 

 You have your HEALER within you, but unfortunately, because of your spiritual 

attitude it isn’t applied often enough. 

 

Question : Apart from the mind, are there other blockages that won’t allow a spiritual healing to 

take place? 

 

LUKAS : Unless it’s a karmic connection that won’t allow something like that, there are 

actually no other blockages. - Without knowing, human beings have a lot of things in 

their own hands and if one draws their attention to it, they just laugh and turn away. 

 

Question : Are there spiritual healings taking place, which are instigated by the spiritual realm, 

without the person concerned being aware of it?  

 

LUKAS : Seldom, because it needs a special COMMISSION from the HIGHEST AUTHORI-

TY. We only heal with the consent of the patient, because only then will a cure be-

come possible. 

 

Question : Doctors these days finally begin to realise that the spirit and the body represent a 

unit. But unfortunately only a few doctors specifically deal with mental relevancies. 

What has to change so that this is encouraged a lot more?  

 

LUKAS : Something is changing! - Just look back over the last decades. Something that has 

grown over centuries will not disappear overnight. The doctors at the helm of the 

medical fraternity are sometimes doctors reincarnated from the past, even though 

they accomplished a lot of good before their new reincarnation and fully intended to 

make up for past mistakes. But one quickly forgets, is unstable and is easily bedaz-

zled by material benefits. 

 

  (TB: Especially doctors.)  

 

Question : Is it possible that the physical human body is able to trigger certain mental disorders, 

which are not caused psychosomatically?  

 

EUPHENIUS : The body can also react and express itself. The prerequisite for this is that the soul 

must be in a crisis. The body will react only if the soul is ailing or suffering a con-

striction. The soul utilises the body as a “dwelling place”, in inverted commas. This 

body is on loan and not enduring. This is why the mind, spirit and the soul endeav-

our to influence the body through the language of the heart. The most important sen-

sor for you is the heart; it is there to gauge feelings, helping you to ascertain whether 

they are positive or negative feelings and whether one ought to build a defence 
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against one’s fellow man or whether one can develop acceptance and affection. Ex-

ternal control comes from the heart. 

 

Question : Our present day knowledge about applied school medicine is derived from observa-

tions and experiments. How can we expect a conventional doctor, educated in the 

physical, school-medicine sciences, to recognise that the process of an illness within 

the interaction of the various levels of the energetic levels of consciousness have an 

influence on the physical body? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This isn’t conceivable and also not possible, because the mind only accepts school-

medicine and will not allow anything else. Such a doctor will apply his school-

medicine as learned and won’t allow anything else. This is a dogmatic attitude, 

which has devastating consequences for the patients. 

 

Question : Many patients show a tendency to forget their own responsibility in regards to their 

health. The believe of not being responsible for the illness, because it is just an ex-

ternal, unfortunate accident or circumstance, is always the same. Is it therefore cor-

rect to place one’s own cure solely in the hand of the doctor or the surgeon?   

 

EUPHENIUS : After all the information we have given you about spiritual healing and what spiritu-

al healing entails, it would have to be clear to every reader and everyone that has an 

interest in spiritual healing, that everybody bears the responsibility to initially awak-

en the POWER of GOD within, to allow one’s own HEALING ENERGIES to flow 

and to find TRUST in GOD, accepting GOD’ existence. 

 

  (TB: This is very important!) 

 

  The very first step is to actually accept GOD as the CREATOR of life. This is not 

very self-evident on this Earth. The Church has played its part in the past, by press-

ing GOD and the Christian Faith into a niche where one doesn’t have to look at all 

the things one cuts out or displaces. The belief in GOD and the belief in CREATION 

are not accepted. How can these people become consciously aware that they carry 

their own HEALING ENERGY within themselves, assisting their own healing? 

 

 Mankind will still take a long time before it realises that is has taken a wrong 

turn somewhere. They are a jack o'lantern in a dark world. GOD is scorned and 

disrespected. 

 

  God fearing people also don’t recognise that they are a part of a UNIT. A part that’s 

contributing in sustaining this Earth, redirecting everything back towards DIVINI-

TY. All of you are in a position to reduce and heal your physical and your mental 

complaints. 

 

 The most important thing is TRUST in GOD and the belief in DIVINITY. 

 

  Something that also has to be realised is that these POWERS can only be mobilised 

through contact with yourself, through your inner core. You need tranquillity, you 

need nature and you need meditation to reach your inner TEMPLE.   

 

Question : But how can this ever change, if most people continue to reject this important pre-

requisite? 
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EUPHENIUS : It will only change if you continue to perform your work. Not only you here as a 

circle, but various other circles and also individual souls, who are ready to confront 

this misconception. All of you here represent one wave in a large ocean helping to 

put an end to this misconception.  

 

Objection : But if one looks at this wave in a large ocean, it is comparable to the famous drop in 

the ocean.  

 

EUPHENIUS : One single drop in the ocean is at first just one drop, but a few more drops turn into a 

puddle and numerous small puddles result in an ocean. Trust in the fact that all the 

work you do here is important in helping to open the eyes of these souls in a divine 

SENSE.  

 

Question : To explain to a patient that he has caused his own illness would be an affront to the 

patient. How can a doctor make it clear to the patient that he has to participate in his 

own healing process? 

 

EUPHENIUS : To start with, it is important to realise that everything in life has a purpose and that 

illnesses also serve a purpose, namely that one asks oneself: what do a I have to 

change, what has to happen and what should never happen again? 

 

 All illnesses represent a motivation for change in the life of people. They repre-

sent signposts and are to be seen as chances. 

 

  Illness is regarded as a negative, energetic influence in this world. This is wrong! 

The patient must recognise that something positive is hidden behind this experience, 

indicating that he must start to review his life and especially what he has made of it, 

finding out just where he has abused his body, his spirit and his soul, so he can make 

some changes. 

 

 All that confronts you are pieces of information to review your earthly existence. 

 

Question : Why isn’t it possible for everyone to undertake successful spiritual healings? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Because not everybody carries this FAITH in GOD and this TRUST in GOD within 

them. It takes a genuine inner and divine ATTITUDE in regards to what DIVINITY 

has to offer. Many still have doubts, which dig into this trust like a thorn or a prick. 

 

Question : Are there qualitative differences between born healers or automatic dictation heal-

ers? 

 

EUPHENIUS : One can’t really “learn” this. The ENERGIES are present in everyone. What is 

important is just how much spiritual GUIDANCE is at hand and how far the spiritu-

al faith is developed, to send these HEALING ENERGIES through these ENTITIES. 

In regards to the quality of the HEALING ENERGIES, there are no differences. The 

ENERGIES are the same! Important is the inner attitude, which directs oneself to 

work as a medium, a healing channel. And this is dependent on one’s own inner atti-

tude towards people, nature and everything that the universe has to offer. 
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Question : Let’s assume that somebody has all the prerequisites and would like to act as a 

spiritual healer, but has no experience whatsoever. How can he learn to utilise his 

abilities? 

 

EUPHENIUS : He doesn’t have to learn anything. He must faithfully ask to become an active medi-

um and the ENERGIES will flow by themselves.  

 

Question : Edgar Cayce, the sleeping prophet from America, was able to diagnose and treat the 

illnesses of patients with the help of self-hypnoses (trance), leading to successful 

cures. How did this come about?  

 

LUKAS : Well now, the patients, respectively the souls of the patients were approached 

through hypnotic influences (trance state) and they were able to communicate what 

was wrong with their body, respectively, what made their body ill. What was par-

ticularly special about this was the fact that appropriate therapy was transmitted at 

the same time. This enabled the soul to heal itself without any influence from the 

mind, which is always present in the waking state and which hides the spiritual diag-

nosis behind a veil. 

 

Question : You said that the patient healed himself. I was under the impression that Edgar 

Cayce transmitted the therapy and that the patient was then treated by a doctor who 

worked in conjunction with Edgar Cayce.  

 

LUKAS : The soul indicated through Cayce what was wrong with it. In this way the healer 

could arrange everything else, otherwise a hypnotic state isn’t necessary. 

 

Question : Can spiritual healing change matter? 

 

LUKAS : Yes... 

 

Comment : If science would accept spiritual healing, would this represent the replacement of our 

present day medicine? How do you see this? 

 

LUKAS : ... I had not quite finished. But it doesn’t matter. - To answer your combined ques-

tion: It is a fact that spiritual healing makes tumours melt like butter left in the sun. 

But these are not melting processes that are triggered, but dematerialisations. If all 

healers were able to apply this, a very pronounced shift of potential patients away 

from doctors towards healers would take place, something your doctors would not 

allow.  

 

Objection : But in spite of that, the spiritual realm could support the healers more substantially 

so that they would receive a larger influx of patients. 

 

LUKAS : The spiritual realm does whatever is possible. Not every human being is in a position 

to channel these immense dematerialisation ENERGIES. It is only a few that can do 

that - and want to do that.   

 

Question : Is there a special humility necessary so that a human being can channel these EN-

ERGIES? 
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LUKAS : No, that’s not enough. Faith and trust are in first place. Only souls fulfilling these 

prerequisites are in a position to do so. I have written about this before. Your 

CHRIST has shown you just what is possible. He even managed to awaken the dead 

- any other questions? 

 

Question : The LIGHT of GOD brings about spiritual healing. How is this LIGHT of GOD 

moderated, because a human healer would surely burn up when coming into direct 

contact with the LIGHT of GOD?  

 

LUKAS : Well, there are special channels that can conduct this. 

 

 The higher the trust and the greater the faith, the stronger these so-called psy-

chic abilities become. A proportional shift takes place that is dependent on these 

factors for its magnitude. 

 

  Imagine a pair of scales: On the one side is trust and faith and on the other side there 

are the psychic abilities. The greater the weight of trust and faith becomes, the higher 

and lighter becomes the side of the psychic abilities. 

 

Question : There are serious illnesses like multiple sclerosis, cancer and chronic deceases. How 

can one prevent an outbreak of such deceases, respectively how can patients help 

themselves?  

 

LUKAS : Dear friend, you’d find it hard to believe just what is possible with genuine FAITH 

in GOD. There are plenty of examples of spontaneous healings in your world, which 

were only made possible through strong faith.  

 

Question : What exactly triggers these serious illnesses? Where do they originate from? 

 

LUKAS : They are to be found in the psyche. The variety of illnesses, respectively, facets of 

illnesses are nearly on a par with the negative trains of thoughts of people. 

 

 Well over 90% of your illnesses develop from destructive thoughts. 

 

Objection : I don’t understand this, because even infants and babies contract serious illnesses 

like neurodermatitis, leukaemia and cancer.  

 

LUKAS : Just think about the surroundings and the things that influence these little souls. 

These little souls are affected by this and become ill. Karmic connections could also 

play are part here, but they are rather the exception in this respect. 

 

Question : Are there any influences on the soul during pregnancy? 

 

LUKAS : Not only. These VIBRATIONS arrive during pregnancy and also later, - as these 

VIBRATIONS tend to arrive. The problem: These little souls are open like an open 

book and therefore very easily influenced. With advancing years the armour and the 

walls around the soul become thicker and higher, which in turn triggers other illness-

es. 

 

Question : Does the Church accept spiritual (psychic) healing? 
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LUKAS : Yes, it does. Spiritual healing and the Church originally belonged together. They 

could hardly vote against it, otherwise they would vote against CHRIST and they 

can’t do this. 

 

 JESUS CHRIST is the greatest spiritual healer that ever walked on Earth as a 

human being. 

 

  This is the reason why the Churches have to accept spiritual healing. In contrast to 

medical science, which is atheistically orientated in their original opinion. 

 

Question : People suffering from so-called synesthesia can smell colours and see music. Con-

versations and noises are seen as graphics. It causes them great difficulties, because 

their life runs along different lines. One of the previous protocols mentions that 

“everything in life has reason”. What reason has the phenomenon called synesthesia? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This also has its reasons, namely the reason that science wakes up and accepts these 

things and realises that the sensory organs and the sensory abilities of people com-

prise a lot more and can be improved upon. Apart from that, through the perceptions 

these souls experience on a daily basis, a larger DOOR to the spiritual realm can be 

opened, because these souls acquire a much higher and faster access to the spiritual 

spheres. 

 

  Research would make it possible that VIBRATIONS, not perceived so far, would 

find opportunities to become visible. The assignment is to make these people under-

stand this, so that they undertake some form of training to subordinate these senses. 

As it stands now, these perceptions function without the controlling influence of the 

soul. A harmonious interplay between the various elements must take place. It is im-

portant that their own willpower gains dominance over these perceptions.  

 

Question : It is therefore a matter to amplify such abilities and not to get rid of them? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Not get rid off. When I say training I mean that one subordinates these senses so that 

they don’t gain the upper hand. This training allows one to reach dimensions that ha-

ven’t been reached by human souls here on Earth up to now. 

 

Question : Wouldn’t a person with these kinds of abilities automatically be excluded from 

society? 

 

EUPHENIUS : JESUS was also “excluded”. - You haven’t recognised what was given to a MAS-

TER of mankind.  

 

Objection : JESUS was an exception, a huge exception! 

 

EUPHENIUS : Certainly a huge exception, but consider the time that is ticking away. These phe-

nomenon haven’t been researched the way it should be done.  

 

Participant : JESUS said at the time: “Whatever I can do you can do also - and more!” 

 

EUPHENIUS : That’s right. And these are the people that now have the opportunity to open the 

dimension to GOD for mankind. Fundamental trust is the most important element 

when undertaking spiritual work. You wouldn’t find a solid foundation for spiritual 
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work without this actual inner driving force. It is necessary that you become aware 

what this fundamentally entails and how you have anchored it within you. Trust is 

necessary to be able to absorb healing energies, to receive the WORDS of the CRE-

ATOR and that all comes to pass that is in store for you in the NAME of GOD. 

Nothing ever happens without good reason. Everything in life has its reason. 

 

Question : In Edgar Cayce’s large health book it states that: “All power, all healing of any kind 

is an alteration of the VIBRATIONS from within, it’s the reconciliation of the DI-

VINE within the living fibres of a body with the creative ENERGIES. No matter 

how this happens - it is the harmony of the nuclear structure of the living powers of 

the cell with its spiritual ORIGIN. Then all healing comes from the one SOURCE.” - 

What can you tell us about this paragraph and about the book in general? 

 

LUKAS : You can consider the writing in this book as something that’s true and something 

that can be applied in any therapeutical procedure. It is a pity that your doctors make 

so little use of these scripts. But we will do our bit so this will change, won’t we? - 

There are also other books suitable for therapeutic usage in your doctor’s surgeries, 

respectively as textbooks. The book from Dr. Wickland and the book from Johannes 

Greber belong to those, just to name a couple. Edgar Cayce’s is one of the few books 

one can consider as standard. Everyone involved with spiritual healing should know 

this book.  

  

  (TB: Important.) 

 

Question : Whereby does one recognise a positive and good spiritual healer? 

 

  (TB: By the wonders performed.) 

 

LUKAS : Well, there are a number of points that go against someone who calls himself a 

“spiritual (psychic) healer”. Right from the beginning One should distinguish be-

tween the self-acclaimed spiritual healers and those that strengthen the potential of 

spiritual healing by their irrefutable successes.  

 

  The financial point of view is also an important consideration: If a healer heals for 

financial gain, he’s to be approached very cautiously. Every healer with genuine 

contact and feeling called upon to heal, knows about his MISSION, because he feels 

the ENERGY and as a rule will allow the patient to contribute as much as he’s will-

ing to contribute.  Other important factors are an inner belief in the CREATOR and 

an opening-up and a willingness to help others. These factors are not visible to peo-

ple or at least only to a few. We, in the spiritual realm have no problems in recognis-

ing this.  

 

Question : I was just about to mention the financial side. A successful Polish healer in Detmold 

charges around EU 120.00 for a healing. The patients definitely feel the HEALING 

ENERGY emanating from the healer. How can one assess this financial arrange-

ment? - The ability to spiritually heal someone is really a gift from GOD and the di-

vine HEALING ENERGIES are not the property of the healer.   

 

LUKAS : This is something else. There are healers that do nothing else but heal people. One 

also has to consider whether the healer performs any other trade. It isn’t anybody’s 

cup of tea to arrange their life around the donations of others. Many that don’t trust 
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the fact that this is also guided by GOD, work the way you suggested and abide by 

the guidelines your laws prescribe, a set remuneration is also part of this. The 

amount charged, if the healer determines it, is also a criterion.  

 

Interjection : I have been of the opinion in the past that a healer will loose his abilities, if he 

charges for his services. 

 

LUKAS : Well, one can’t really look at it like that. The motive behind any payment always has 

to come into the equation: Is it enrichment for the sake of enrichment or recompense 

guaranteeing survival. That’s the difference! - Psychic or spiritual abilities are taken 

away only if the demands begin to materialistically degenerate and the healing is 

carried out on behalf of the wallet. The same applies to primitive tribes; for instance, 

a cow or a certain amount of grain might change hands, if somebody was healed. 

Therefore: Always look at the motive! 

 

Question : What kinds of trespasses must be committed for the spiritual realm to take away 

these POWERS from someone? 

 

LUKAS : Actually, the spiritual realm doesn’t intervene at all. - Imagine the crown-chakra in 

the shape of a funnel. The exit of the funnel automatically begins to narrow, the 

more negative someone, respectively, the healer thinks and acts. This actually means 

that people deprive themselves of the ENERGY flow, the way a non-healer, a “nor-

mal person” cuts himself off from GOD’S LIFE FORCE by the way he thinks. The 

chakra funnel closes more and more until only a small trickle of NOMINAL LIFE 

FORCE remains. 

 

Question : Does spiritual healing work with people that don’t believe in GOD? 

 

LUKAS : It could happen that the healer affects a change in the consciousness of the patient by 

his actions. But first of all, the patient has to make the effort to see the healer. That’s 

the first step. His scepticism will diminish when the patient observes the positive re-

sults achieved with other ill people. He will begin to accept GOD and from then on, 

nothing will stand in the way of his own cure.  

 

Question : Can spiritual healing also work with animals? 

 

 (TB: Actually very well.) 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally. And medical science therefore finds this very hard to explain, be-

cause the placebo effect doesn’t wash in this case.  

 

Question : Are today’s illnesses the result of yesterday’s trespasses against natural laws? 

 

EUPHENIUS : To answer this, we would like to tell you that illnesses are the effects of something 

you, as human beings, have caused and provoked yourselves. Because you trample 

the natural laws underfoot and don’t accept and recognise them, repercussions from 

the side of nature affect your mental, physical and spiritual constitution. The result-

ing illnesses are symptoms and clues, indicating that your consciousness is expand-

ing and beginning to wake up and realises that you bring about your own death by 

your actions, and this a death that’s full of suffering and pain.  
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 You create illnesses in this day and age that are undesired on the part of CREA-

TION. 

   

  These are the effects of your permanent misuse of your fellow man and also of 

nature. Nature takes revenge and you’ll realise that the divine LAW of cause and ef-

fect again finds application here. 

 

Question : Do present day illnesses also develop because of trespasses against natural laws in 

past lives? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It is a series of causes strung together like pearls. It isn’t a case where your dealing 

with illnesses today, which were caused in a previous existence, but it’s a series of 

evolved natural laws, which are permanently disregarded and misused. Your behav-

iour over decades and centuries brings about these various illnesses. 

  

Question : What do you mean by “evolution of the laws of nature”? 

 

EUPHENIUS : What it means is that you interfere with the legality of the natural laws. Your under-

ground nuclear tests alone interfere tremendously with the legalities of nature and 

the planet. It is a series of interconnections that have not come to a final conclusion.  

 

Question : Are there any illnesses in the spiritual realm caused by the laws of nature? 

 

EUPHENIUS : There are no illnesses within the positive spiritual realm, only joy and LIGHT. 

 

Question : For as long as the soul is not perfect, it will make mistakes. Couldn’t this result in 

illnesses? 

 

EUPHENIUS : These mistakes are not indicated by illnesses, but in that the soul doesn’t progress 

along its DETERMINED LEVELS. The soul has the free will to decide which way it 

would like to go even here.  

 

Question : What does a disfiguration in someone indicate, if he was born with it?  

 

EUPHENIUS : This sometimes happens because of genetic imperfections, where changes to the cell 

structure arise during pregnancy. It isn’t the way historical tradition portraits it, 

namely that it’s a mark of evil or of Satan. The cause is quite often within the struc-

tured cell of the genetic make-up.   

 

Question : Could it also be a case of a soul treating its body recklessly and carelessly in a 

previous incarnation, resulting in a disfiguration in the present existence? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It is only a limited number souls that have provided this fate for themselves, enabling 

them to reduce their karmic conditions.   

 

Question : Are miscarriages to be regarded as vagaries of nature? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This is a careless statement. It hides a much larger dimension than recognised so far. 

A lot is caused by the influences of your environment and by the wrong treatment of 

your body and your cell structures. You contaminate yourselves with poisons and are 

then surprised that you and also your children fall ill. Only very few wish to live with 
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these disfigurations here on Earth, so that they can continue faster along their spir-

itual path. 

 

Question : There are terrible pictures of disfigurations, which were taken within the Medical 

History Museum of Berlin’s Charité. Why does something like that even develop? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This should give the soul that wanted to bear this child a bit of a shake up. It’s a 

mirror image of one’s own soul, indicating that a lot has to change if it wants to go 

its own way in a divine MANNER.  

 

Question : The soul of the mother therefore has to contribute also, affecting how the child 

eventually turns out? 

 

EUPHENIUS : That’s how it is. Is a mother looking forward to the birth of the child? - The child 

registers all sensations, all pain and all perceptions happening outside. The foetus is 

in a position where it’s aware of all the feelings and emotions the mother is experi-

encing. Even sound and everything that’s happening in the vicinity of the pregnant 

mother is registered and memorised. All of these are impulses that are express in the 

soul and in the physical image of the infant. 

 

Objection : There are mothers that are not particularly careful in their behaviour and jeopardise 

the child’s safety during pregnancy and in spite of that, a healthy child is born. 

 

EUPHENIUS : These pictures do exist. But one can’t generalise about them. One always has to 

consider the purpose this child has to fulfil in regards to its parents and its environ-

ment and the fact that every soul chooses its parents and the situation to be experi-

enced. There are no coincidences. - Who really knows what assignments the mother, 

the father, the environment and the child have to work out amongst themselves. 

 

Question : Is it possible to relief a foetus from mongolism through spiritual healing? 

 

EUPHENIUS : This cell mutation, respectively DNA-mutation can’t be healed through spiritual 

healing, because it represents a coded program that can’t be erased.  

 

Question : One talks of “illness as a means for development”. An accident isn’t actually an 

illness, but what’s the message an accident gives someone? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It always depends on what, by whom and from where this accident originates. A 

“normal” car accident can indicate to the soul: Hey, take care! Be mindful of what 

you do and concentrate on what’s ahead. - But there are accidents whereby a soul is 

forcefully removed from its physical existence without wanting or wishing to do so. 

But there are various reasons why such an accident is fatal. Every case has to be an-

swered individually. 

 

  Illness as a means for development would indicate that every illness has a message 

for the patient. But who’ll take the time to look within to find out what this illness is 

all about? What is its hidden meaning, giving me a chance to gain some knowledge 

because of it? Many use their illness only to treat the symptoms. It is as if only the 

surface of a lake is use for fishing. Nobody tries to reach the bottom of the lake to 

find out what is concealed down there and what new opportunity presents itself. Ill-

ness is regarded as a flagellum and the interpretation is that fate has given us a heavy 
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blow. There are only a few that appreciate that a new door opens so that one can re-

alise where the correct way is taking us.   

 

Question : If accidents are warning signals, what is their point if the accident victim dies? 

 

EUPHENIUS : In that case it wasn’t a warning signal at all, but possibly his decision to exit this 

world or there were unforeseeable circumstances involved.   

 

Question : Who exactly sends these warning signals? - Are certain laws of nature sending them? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Various IMPULSES can send these warning signals. For a start, your GUARDIAN 

ANGEL can send these warning signals. On the other hand, other ENTITIES can 

draw your attention to the fact that you must make some behavioural changes. Natu-

ral laws are the least likely to send these signals and they’ll only do so if natural laws 

have deliberately been broken.  

 

Question : Will there always be illnesses on Earth? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Mankind has to put up with the fact that illnesses will be a part of their lives here on 

Earth for quite some time, because you don’t seem to realise that you’re the instiga-

tors of your illnesses. They’re not caused by an external source, but you produce 

your pathogenic germs yourselves.  

 

Question : Accordingly, illnesses are a worldly phenomenon linked to Earth like the kernel to a 

nut? 

 

EUPHENIUS : That’s correct. Dictated by the fact that you, as human beings, presently harbour 

only destructive thoughts. Your overall behaviour makes this very apparent.  

 

Question : Just how should people behave - if they show symptoms of an illness and if they 

don’t find an answer when asking for the meaning of it? 

 

EUPHENIUS : I advice this person to quietly go within and to ponder the sense and the significance 

this illness really has for him. This means that everyone has to take a good look at 

themselves before beginning to go quietly within, so they can realise that one can 

make mental contact with one’s inner self. 

 

Question : Problems of the stomach are suppose to be connected with a lack of courage and 

heart problems suppose to be caused because one easily gets upset or one can’t for-

give others. Can one really connect illnesses with one’s behaviourism?  

 

EUPHENIUS : We maintain that one cannot assume that this applies to everyone. It often happens 

that the human body demonstrates a weak spot somewhere where the soul finds a 

way to express itself, when ill. It depends on the inner equilibrium and the relation-

ship between individual organs. Every individual person is subjected to his own bio-

rhythm and his own energy flow. Everybody has different areas where pain shows 

up and everybody reacts differently to stress or illness. 

 

Question : If someone has to wear glasses because he’s short-sighted, can one say that this 

person is accordingly narrow-minded?  
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EUPHENIUS : These are old wives tales. But consider that a fragment of truth is hidden behind 

every tenet and all wisdom. It means that people don’t want to take a closer look at 

what is taking place in the lives of others on a mystical, spiritual and mental level. It 

is an encouragement - to once again pay attention to your body - to see what’s hid-

den there.  

 

Question : Does this mean that one doesn’t have to wear glasses anymore if one is aware of the 

reasons?  

 

EUPHENIUS : That’s correct. This is why everybody can treat and alleviate these illnesses through 

their inner attitude and their own inner medical EXPERT.  

 

Objection : Even the Dalai Lama wears glasses! 

 

EUPHENIUS : He’s also subjected to human characteristics. He also has a flaw in his make-up. His 

glasses indicate this. It makes sense to think that he might have to look twice.  

 

Objection : From a certain age, everyone must wear glasses, because of the insetting farsighted-

ness of old age.  

 

EUPHENIUS : There are many elderly people who don’t wear glasses. They’ve advanced with their 

old age wisdom to such a degree, that they find it unnecessary to read the WORD of 

GOD in their wisdom and don’t need an artificial reading support.  

 

Question : Many people end up with a deformed cornea, cataracts or glaucoma. What exactly 

can trigger something like that? 

 

EUPHENIUS : These are specific questions to very specific form of deceases, which can’t be 

explained with just a few words, because the prevailing prerequisites, why the ability 

to see diminishes or ophthalmitis or a change of the cornea eventuates, are different 

for everybody. They are subject to various legalities. One can generally say that peo-

ple who can’t perceive the outside world with their eyes, are called upon to deal with 

their environment on a more conscious level. 

 

Question : What are the spiritual implications, if a flu virus affects a lot of people all at once? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Epidemics, affecting a large area, are sometimes a matter of the karma of a whole 

nation and represent a signal, indicating that mankind is beginning to take responsi-

bility for its actions, for their citizens and for everything else that exists on Earth and 

appreciate it. This underlies LEGALITIES, which cannot be controlled by the spir-

itual FRIENDS. Flu-viruses are microbic influenced elements, which affect you 

pathologically, because you destroyed or weakened your immune system. This is to 

be scrutinised through a series of causes. You disrespect your body, you disrespect 

your environment and you disrespect all the things you need to survive. Your cell 

structure changes and because of your weakened physical structure, you’re vulnera-

ble in regards to these elemental particles.    

 

Question : What spiritual sense is there, if epidemics like the plague or these days the Ebola 

virus are about tho destroy whole nations? 
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EUPHENIUS : It is not our place to question the reasons behind it. It is within GOD’S PLAN. There 

is a reason for everything.  

 

Comment : It is very hard for people to understand why the plague and the Ebola virus continue 

to destroy whole tribes, if GOD is LOVE. This is extremely hard to explain most of 

the time. 

 

EUPHENIUS : The problem to explain this, happens because when these terrible disturbances reign 

on Earth, one tends to scream for GOD. But nobody asks why all of this is happen-

ing. You alone cause the exterminations of people. You alone bear the responsibility! 

 

Question : Can you please give us an example for this responsibility and the causes, which 

triggered the plague?  

 

EUPHENIUS : The cause for the plague was the fact that mankind, especially their dogmatic Church 

strategies, had changed to such an extent that the negative found easy access. The 

Church didn’t preach the WORD of GOD anymore, but exploited mankind on an au-

thoritarian and material level. The Church and those that were entrenched behind a 

mantle of divinity offered a false enlightenment in that century. Fanatical and false 

ideas set the negative in motion. 

 

Question : Lukas wrote that over 90% of illnesses are caused by mental-psychic conditions. 

What about the remaining 10%? 

 

EUPHENIUS : These 10% are the rest, which you, as a soul, have accepted to eradicate your guilt 

and your atonement in this life or in a previous or future existence. This has nothing 

to do with your trespasses against the environment in the past or in the future. The 

soul and the spirit only fall ill because of an external or an inner disequilibrium and 

through negative VIBRATIONS. 

 

Question : Many people fall ill because they’re unhappy. Is being unhappy a part of life? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Unhappiness, sorrow and depression are the causes that the soul suffers and cannot 

perceive its path, but over again runs into its limitations and fails recognise which 

door aught to be opened so it can go into the LIGHT. These people go round in cir-

cles and at first try to enlighten their soul through material things. They try to find 

their way by means of other diversions. These souls fall into deep depressions if they 

can’t cope with a crisis or with life in general.  

 

Question : There are doctors on Earth that co-operate with SPIRITUAL DOCTORS and per-

form operations in a trance state. Is such a talent planned before an incarnation or 

can it develop in later years? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It is organised in such a way that the KARMIC COUNCIL and all those that accom-

pany this soul on its earthly journey discuss, debate and arrange this. These people 

brought these abilities with them and have the assignment to utilise them here on 

Earth. These abilities awaken with some sooner than with others. 

 

Objection : It is astonishing that the positive spiritual realm rejects other paranormal demonstra-

tions, of a sensational nature. 
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EUPHENIUS : It is therefore important that one should avoid holding these meetings here with a lot 

of fuss. Can you imagine just how many of these healings are taking place amongst 

primitive tribes, where no operating theatres are available? - The fact remains that 

you are at the moment not ready to understand the scope of these abilities.  

 

Question : Is there a spiritual explanation if someone has problems with their intervertebral 

disks? 

 

LUKAS : Well my dear friend, why do you put this question in such a general way? You really 

want to know what’s wrong with your back, don’t you? - It is a fact that in the past 

you have suffered a too severe mechanical load on your physique. But this didn’t ac-

tually cause the damage. This was only the beginning. The physical work you’re do-

ing simultaneously affected a strengthening of your musculature so that a certain 

amount of compensation took place. Performing your work sitting down the last 

years brought about a degeneration of the muscle tissues and they could not perform 

certain support function anymore. Because the degeneration of the muscle tissue in-

creased, due to the absence of pressure loading, certain areas of your spine were not 

able to perform their duty. 

 

  You can strengthen your muscles through a training program, but it shouldn’t be too 

forceful and you shouldn’t try to accomplish it in too short a period of time. The 

body needs a certain period of time to become stable again here too, about one to two 

years. A lopsided posture, brought about by the missing support function, resulted in 

a one-sided strain on the spine leading to the appearance of a certain amount of wear. 

We suggest a light sporting activity for you. 

 

Question : In the book “Illness as a way” under the heading of damaged herniated disc is states 

that the people concerned were carrying too heave a burden. Did I perhaps bite off 

more than I could chew?  

 

LUKAS : Your ambition is part of this. You always endeavoured to do everything perfectly, no 

matter whether professionally or privately. Less than a hundred percent was never 

good enough for you and this resulted in even more pressure for your body. Some-

times the day wasn’t long enough to accomplish everything you set out to do. And as 

you became aware that time was running away, you worked ever faster, which led to 

all sorts of pressures and to an incorrect posture.  

 

 Try to spread things out a little and don’t try to finish everything within one 

hour. 

 

Question : Can one send HEALING ENERGIES to heal the Earth? 

 

LUKAS : Oh yes! I could simply say here: Dear soul, please read the PRAYERS of LIGHT 

from the SHIELD of LIGHT, because everything is described therein. But this 

would be impolite, even thou I emphatically direct your attention to this.  

 

 All the thoughts you send to others or to Earth always arrive. They arrive at the 

spot you focussed on.  

 

  Imagine a magnifying glass: The light of the sun can burn your skin, or if you direct 

the light onto your tablecloth, it will burn it also. This is the way you must imagine 
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the focussing and the directing of thought energies. There are people that control this 

perfectly. Indian Yogis for instance, but also people living in the Western Hemi-

sphere. And those that really want to do this - I write “really want this” - can do this 

also. Whether you can achieve just as much is uncertain, because you might not like 

this job. 

 

Question : Is spiritual healing to be regarded as a chance for mankind on this planet? 

 

LUKAS : Not only here on this planet. On certain planets out there in the universe, on planets 

that haven’t reached the highest level, but are still well advanced of your Earth, spir-

itual healing is common place. Because the illness and its associated healing is con-

nected with a stronger BELIEF in GOD, namely that of the patient. Unfortunately 

this connection isn’t regarded in this light on Earth. - I have to say, unfortunately!    

 

Comment : The bible describes a lot of wondrous healings.  

 

LUKAS : All of this is spiritual healing, respectively, the application of spiritual FORCES. 

Because the spirit is rated above matter. 

 

Question : Just how should someone tackle the problem, if he’s seriously considering becoming 

active as a spiritual healer? 

 

EUPHENIUS : What is of prime importance is that a positive decision is behind this undertaking. 

This undertaking shouldn’t be carried out to raise oneself above the masses, but 

should be made with a genuine desire to help other people and specifically to serve 

GOD. 

 

 Spiritual healing is serving GOD, which in turn entails pushing one’s own ego, 

one’s I into the background. The idea is to concentrate completely on other peo-

ple and to pass on that, which flows through these ENERGIES in the NAME and 

the WILL of GOD. 

 

  It naturally takes training and learning inner acceptance. It isn’t quite as easy as 

saying: “I will start today to undertake spiritual healings.” It takes a powerful per-

sonal analysis and the shedding of human irrelevancies.  

 

Question : How is the training of a spiritual healer structured? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It begins by making contact with ENTITIES, ANGELS and the ENERGY through a 

prayer. These thoughts, this prayer and these VIBRATIONS, if they come from a 

pure heart and are transmitted with pure intensity, will arrive at their appointed des-

tination. This soul will have an ANGEL allocated, which through inspiration and 

through continuous prayers will arrange new IMPULSES with this soul. - The train-

ing starts with the obeisance of RULES, which start with one’s own review as a hu-

man being, for instance: Why would I want to be active as a servant of GOD here on 

Earth and also to review one’s own human shortcomings, which will have to be puri-

fied within one’s personality and ego right away. Once this has been completed, the 

CHANNEL is free to send intensive spiritual LIGHT ENERGIES. This soul will then 

begin its new ASSIGNMENT here on Earth. 

 

Question : Doesn’t this require some meditative preparation? 
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EUPHENIUS : These are only AMPLIFYING IMPULSES. 

 

 Important is the divine inner ATTITUDE and a willingness to serve, in regards 

to others. 

 

Question : How will the person concerned know when his training has been completed? 

 

EUPHENIUS : He will sense it:   

 

 He will perceive his energetic CURRENTS. 

 

 He will experience changes within his own personal environment. 

 

 He will give off different emanations.  

 

 He will recognise that other people see him in a different light. 

 

But an inner perception is the most important one. It can only come through the 

heart and through an inner IMPULSE, never through the mind or the ego.  

 

Comment : An inner perception, respectively sensibility, is probably important also, if the 

spiritual healer is to be contacted by the spiritual HIERARCHY with a message that 

some particular patient can’t be helped, if karmic reasons for instance forbid it. 

 

EUPHENIUS : It is therefore very important and at the same time our plea: 

 

 Listen very precisely within when you’re dealing with such healers! Test to see 

whether the ENERGY you receive contains any kind of TROUBLE FACTORS. If 

these are present, distance yourself with LOVE in your heart from this person, 

because it indicates that these ENERGIES are not appropriate for your soul. 

 

Question : Is it possible to successfully apply spiritual healing to a herniated disc? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It is possible to strengthen the musculature and tissue through spiritual healing and 

through the FLOW of ENERGY here also. What is of importance thou is that body 

receives support so that “this atrophy” in quotations marks, can be arrested and re-

build. Unfortunately our modern times bring with them a lot of occupations that are 

very damaging for your back musculature and all that is required to maintain your 

upright ambulatory posture. You live in a technological century and not in a field of 

activity which subjects the body to various physical stresses. 

 

Question : If the dematerialisation of tumours is possible and this has happened already, the 

materialisation of bone substance should also be possible. Is this correct? 

 

EUPHENIUS : That’s right. It is the influence of the divine LAWS of give and take and influences, 

which apply in other areas as well. The materialisation of bone substance is possible 

and is realised, when all aspects endorse it.  
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Question : Is it necessary to engage a spiritual healer to affect a reconstruction of the occurrence 

of wear in one’s bone structure through a “wondrous” materialisation or can we af-

fect this by visualising ENERGY onto the aching areas of our back? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Everyone has the opportunity to receive these ENERGIES. All human beings are 

connected with GOD. You all have the opportunity to connect with the divine 

LIGHT. But it is of vital importance that you really have the trust and the awareness 

that this ENERGY has to be guided by divine POWER. 

 

 A slight flicker of doubt prevents a healing! 

  

Question : Does this indicate that a successful spiritual healing depends on the strength of one’s 

belief in GOD? 

 

EUPHENIUS : That’s right. This is the basic principal GOD gave you in regards to divine LAWS 

and it’s something that can flourish, grow and blossom. You represent the time fac-

tor and the mechanism that transmits this. 

 

 You can only receive whatever you emit from your own substance.  

 

Comment : CHRIST, through his many healings here on Earth, has shown just what is possible. 

He possessed a one hundred percent belief in GOD and this made these so-called 

“miracles” possible. He possessed an absolute CONNECTION.  

 

EUPHENIUS : You also have this CONNECTION and you also can perform miracles you can’t 

even dream of.  

 

Question : The English psychic healer Tom Johanson wrote: “I was asked many years ago to 

participate in a scientific experiment. A group of scientists had heard about the heat 

rays emanating from my hands. They wanted to find out if this radiation could be 

measured. After they connected some electrodes to my hands, I was asked to heal a 

lady sitting in a chair in front of me. But the instrument didn’t react. I was quite con-

fused and so were the scientists. Someone then asked the lady if she had any ailment 

or illness. The lady said no! Another lady then offered to be the next patient. As 

soon as I held my hands over her body, the instrument reacted straight away. We 

then randomly selected healthy people and ill people, without me knowing who was 

ill and who was healthy. The ENERGY FLOW was able to separate those that need-

ed help, every time.” -  Well now, which “healing INTELLIGENCE” recognised the 

problem here? 

 

EUPHENIUS : These INTELLIGENCES were the HEALING ANGELS, which co-operated with 

this person. It works like this, depending on the intensity, various HEALING AN-

GELS become active. A higher FAITH in GOD and a higher the trust in one’s own 

ENERGY can introduce additional “GROUP ANGELS” - I call them like that to 

make it clearer, because the HEALING ENERGIES, focused through several AN-

GELS - merge into a very strong LIGHT and ENERGY FLOW. What is important is 

that these ENERGIES are not concentrated to such a degree that they cause burns 

and suffering. What is allowed to flow needs to be assessed very accurately.   

 

Question : Measurements showed that by practicing meditation, definite changes and processes 

of interaction between body-soul-spirit were observed. Evidence that it’s possible for 
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the spirit to influence and control body functions. Can we regard this as evidence 

that the spirit is rated higher than matter? 

 

EUPHENIUS : We could just about say yes to this. But it needs a more accurate explanation. The 

fact is that there are operations and reciprocal vibrational IMPULSES taking place, 

which you’re not able to recognise or to make visible at the present time. But this 

question can be answered here and now with a brief “yes”.  

 

Question : You tell us that we can’t recognise and make these FORMS of ENERGY visible at 

this point in time. When will we be at a stage where we can make them visible? 

 

EUPHENIUS : When the New Age has become activated to such a degree, that you can consciously 

activate and control your third eye. 

 

Comment : One can only hope that one can still live here on Earth. 

 

EUPHENIUS : This remains to be seen, it will be answered by the FRIENDS, which are presently 

here as our guests. 

 

Question : Medical science requires an unlimited understanding of the complete human being, 

which exists on a physical, mental and spiritual level. Just which concept could the 

spiritual realm suggest to medical science?   

 

EUPHENIUS : We can only continue to emphasise that one shouldn’t forget that the soul is the 

centred core of the body. And that you’re surrounded by various invisible BODY 

ENVELOPS, which affect an influence on your physical body, your soul and also on 

your organs. Scientists are always looking for evidence. And just how does one veri-

fy the existence of the soul? - By the fact that in this day and age a lot of psychoso-

matic illnesses are present. Where do these many forms of illnesses come from? - 

They appear in this day and age more intensively and more often. This has its rea-

sons! Science has to deal with the notion of the soul and with the functions of the 

soul, otherwise they won’t understand or “control” these illnesses.  

 

Question : The healer Olga Worrell demonstrated during an experiment with plant seeds, she 

concentrated on rye seed situated in a laboratory 600 miles away, that it is possible 

to enhance the growth of seeds by 800%. Would it be possible to heal plants in a 

spiritual way? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Spiritual healing doesn’t just flow into people, but also into other substances that 

contain the spirit of GOD. Plants are entities and contain growth and germ cells, 

which are nourished by GOD‘S ENERGY. Plants flourish in sunlight. Sunlight is 

GOD’S LIFE-FORCE and contains the LIFE FORCE of the CREATOR. Spiritual 

healing and SPIRITUAL ENERGY therefore assist and develop the growth of 

plants.  

 

Question : Can animal also fall prey to psychosomatic illnesses? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Animals also are subjected to external VIBRATIONS. Psychosomatic illnesses are 

released through your environment. Your environment is fed by your behaviour, the 

way you “feed” this environment with your thought patterns. Dogs also assimilate 
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these VIBRATIONS and therefore are also affected by psychosomatic ailments, be-

cause animals also have a soul.  

 

Question : What causes keratitis of the eyes? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Keratitis can appear if someone wasn’t ready to deal with something that is presently 

within his visual experience. He ignores the signs he receives that would help him 

arrange his life. He’s not willing to see what’s important. It’s an encouragement for 

self-analyses. This person focuses on something important that isn’t really important. 

This person must widen his field of vision and he’ll recognise through the widening 

of his vision, what he actually ought to see. 

 

Objection : This is happening to children also! 

 

EUPHENIUS : These are also things - and we have discussed this before - that were implanted 

through the parents, respectively the mother, during pregnancy. Why are partially 

blind babies born? - This is not only of karmic origin. Do not make the mistake of 

trying to explain everything from a karmic point of view! - Many are individual cas-

es, which have to be analysed separately and in depth.  

 

Question : People shouldn’t really have to put up with the fact that spiritual healers in Germany 

can only apply their talents under constant threat of prosecution. One should really 

strive for co-operation between doctors, homeopaths and spiritual (psychic) healers, 

they way it has been practiced for years with great success in other countries. Do you 

agree in this respect? 

 

EUPHENIUS : Yes, this would really be desirable! The only thing preventing this is the fact that 

medicine and especially doctors, claim a very high status and demonstrate a very 

high level of egotistical behaviour. These doctors will not allow anyone that hasn’t 

absolved 10 semesters or more, to assist them in any way. They ask, how could 

someone like that practice the same as a doctor? - For as long as traditional medicine 

refers only to its original medicine (Academy) and never looks beyond its parame-

ters, it will not be possible to integrate these faculties in favour of those people that 

are relying on this. Doctors don’t realise that it actually complements their medicine, 

which they apply in a mechanical fashion. It is without doubt very important that we 

have our present day medicine. But it is equally important that we interweave people 

with the ability to work through divine CHANNELS with doctors, so we can do the 

best we can for every ill person.  

 

Comment : It is incomprehensible that the health insurance companies don’t pay for preventive 

measures taken. They prefer to pay for expensive operations and at the same time 

complain about the high cost of healthcare. A schizophrenic situation without equal.  

 

EUPHENIUS : This is exactly the schizophrenia you have to deal with at this moment in time. But 

there are other areas also. This system is also present in politics and various branches 

of the economy. These various systems have to exist to make it quite clear that one 

has to deal with one another. The medical fraternity and political influences control 

health insurance companies. It’s an amalgamation of various levels and this makes it 

very difficult to understand for the individual person. By and large it would be logi-

cal and a lot more sensible the pay for acupuncture for instance or for other methods 

of treatment, than to pay for expensive injections or medication, which only relieve 
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the pain but don’t remove the actual cause. The thought process of turning around 

and looking for the causes of illnesses isn’t present in the heads of the medical fra-

ternity, because they’re not ready to open the door to alternative medicine. They 

stand on their pedestal of aggrandisement and don’t realise that this pedestal is be-

ginning to crumble.  

 

Question : How can this ever change? 

 

EUPHENIUS : It will change when you, as human beings, begin to accept alternative medicine. 

Even if you have to pay for it yourselves, and then inform your health insurance that 

you consider it a sad state of affairs that they don’t pay for this, but don’t mind pay-

ing for expensive injections, which cost five times as much.  

 

 Set structures can only be changed through a learning process and by a different 

behaviourism. You know that from your own experience. Your environment will 

only change if you change yourselves. 

 

Participant : We thank you for your answers and also greet our GUEST very cordially. 

 

  (TB: And we also thank you.) 

 

EUPHENIUS : We thank you for everything you have formulated here to give your fellow man, who 

is interested in this theme, a small insight. The whole TEAM sends you greetings 

and our GUEST also expresses his thanks for being allowed to be present here as an 

observer. He is thankful that he was allowed to have this experience with all of us.  

 

  Our next meeting will go ahead as planed, the written part of the spiritual healing 

will be formulated and the spoken part will be arranged by a delegation of the 

BROTHERHOOD of the SANTINER. Please prepare for this evening. Maintaining 

a mental connection between yourselves and your spiritual TEACHER during the 

week is important. We are all looking forward to this next meeting and also to the 

announced visit by the SANTINER, who are willing to call on us that evening. 

 

  May the LIGHT be with you and may the LIGHT help you recognise that you have 

more ENERGY, KNOWLEDGE and POWER in a positive sense within you, than 

you could ever aspire to through your deliberations. Not everything that approaches 

you from outside is to be accepted and transformed. Stay within yourself, listen to 

your HEART and abide by the things you receive through inspiration. We hand to 

you the LIGHT of GOD and hope that you’ll find the required frame of mind. Stay 

within yourselves, take care of yourselves and share your LIGHT SOURCE with 

every individual human being.   

 

  We hope that you’ll consider the fact that you can only show others the way by 

working on yourself. You are mirror images for those that look for mirror images. 

We thank you for everything you not only give to yourselves, but also give to other 

human beings.   

 

  Don’t hide away your protocols in filing cabinets, but take the time and leisure to 

read a paragraph here and there. People on Earth tend to remember and put into 

practice very little of whatever flows across from the spiritual realm. It is important 

to accept and remember not only new impulses, but old one’s too. 
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  We thank the CREATOR for making it possible for us to travel along this path with 

you and we’re looking forward to our next meeting. All of us wish you a week full 

of LIGHT and hereby close this meeting. 

 

  With LOVE, 

 

  EUPHENIUS and the TEAM. 

 

 

 


